




































































write (137,*) '***6666666*************************' 

write (137,*) valor(fff),pi,fff 

write (137,*) '***********************************' 

end  do 

do   fff=1,200000 

valor(fff)=(pi**7)/fff 

write (137,*) '***7777777777*************************' 

write (137,*) valor(fff),pi,fff 

write (137,*) '**************************************' 

end  do 

do   fff=1,200000 

valor(fff)=(pi**8)/fff 

write (137,*) '***888888888*************************' 

write (137,*) valor(fff),pi,fff 

write (137,*) '*************************************' 

end  do 

Pause 

end program 
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Note of  the Article in 2024: Basically, the precision of Pi is achieved through manipulation of the resulting formula, 

such as that of David-Bailey, Peter Borwein and Simon Plouff 1996(To basically analyze the precision of the decimal 

places of PI), the article generates the idea, it is worth highlighting that the possibilities of manipulations and attempts 

are infinite, and each intellect can understand from its own point of view. And the possibilities generate infinite fraction 

factor formulas with the number pi with all types of series, such as Leibniz's, Riemann's Zeta or Aurea's law. And later 

coming across Fermat's last theorem as an example, proven by Wiles, in his lectures on modular forms, elliptic curves 

and Galois theories, in this he would have to delve into abstract algebra in the synergy of mathematical series., which 

resides in the Taniyama-Shimura Conjecture, that every elliptical curve is modular, but the concrete case of the written 

article are forms of series in which the written a better way and greater precision of the number Pi and other forms for 

the number PI, like Ramanujan and example of precision of number Pi like David Harold Bailey, in collaboration with 

Peter Borwein and Simon Plouffe. 
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